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OEDIV and PCG combine competencies
for cloud transformation of
medium-sized businesses

Ulm and Bielefeld, January 24, 2023

OEDIV Oetker Daten- und Informationsverarbeitung KG �OEDIV� and the Public Cloud
Group �PCG� have decided on a strategic partnership to actively support the
expansion of public cloud services for German-speaking SMEs.

Two strong partners combine their competencies to pursue a common goal: To be an
enabler for new and existing customers on their IT transformation journey into the cloud
environments of the leading hyperscalers. In doing so, they focus on future-oriented,
technological provision of applications in hybrid IT environments and thus enable
companies to achieve optimum availability, flexibility and security when running workloads
in the cloud.

Partnership o�ers added value for customers
"We are pleased to welcome PCG as an innovative partner that will enable us to respond to
the individual requirements of our mid-market customers with regard to their cloud
journey in a custom-fit manner," says Jasmin Gronwald, Managing Director at OEDIV about
the new partnership.

In addition to the focus on
cloud-native applications, which
already represent an advanced
development on the respective
cloud journey, the experts from
OEDIV and PCG place a further focus
on the entry into hyperscaler
environments. The objective is not
only to accelerate the business
processes of the customers through
migrations, but also to improve the
existing IT environments through
the transformation process.



"Cloud solutions are the future of our IT environments. PCG’s broad cloud portfolio, which
ranges from infrastructure, workspace and cloud development to cloud security, SAP
cloud services and operating environments with managed cloud operations, makes us an
ideal partner for OEDIV. Together, we combine the best of all IT worlds, which oers our
customers enormous added value." Oliver Schallhorn, Managing Director of the Public
Cloud Group, underlines the relevance of the collaboration.

The best of both worlds: Data center meets public cloud
For more than 20 years, OEDIV has oered customers from a wide range of industries a
select catalog of services from its high-availability data centers.
With the entry into cloud computing, the portfolio expands to hybrid cloud architectures,
with which customers enjoy the benefits of both worlds. These include the future-proof,
highly scalable and secure public cloud
environment as well as the reliable and
highly available on-premise data centers.

Since its foundation in 2021, the Public
Cloud Group �PCG� has focused
exclusively on public cloud solutions and,
with more than 300 experts, oers
in-depth expertise for the relevant
hyperscaler environments of AWS,
Google and Microsoft.

However, it is not only the principle
orientation of the two partners that
represents added value for customers.
Already today, a large number of
solutions are designed for the
transformation journey of companies.

The modular managed services oered by OEDIV, especially in Microsoft Azure and Google
Cloud, support customers in their transformation to the cloud through individual
technology consulting.

PCG’s experts assist with transformation consulting and support during the migration. In
this way, both partners ensure seamless support for the valuable IT environment.
IT security is more important than ever before, and this also applies to cloud
environments. Targeted services from OEDIV help to ensure the security of customer data
in the digital world and pave a smart path from on-premise to the cloud. "Through the new
partnership with Public Cloud Group, we are fulfilling our vision - working together to turn



ideas into reality as a cloud service provider and thereby empower our customers for their
future," concludes Daniel Hartwig, Head of Cloud Development Center at OEDIV.

The partnership is led by Jasmin Gronwald and Daniel Hartwig on the OEDIV side and René
Drescher, Sales Manager Google Cloud, on the PCG side.

About OEDIV�
OEDIV Oetker Daten- und Informationsverarbeitung KG is a managed services provider and
provider of hosting services for medium-sized businesses. As a certified SAP as well as
Microsoft partner, OEDIV provides technical expertise in all IT topics. In addition to the
operation of SAP systems (especially SAP HANA� and associated services, the portfolio
includes collaboration and workplace services, cloud applications, cybersecurity and
human resource services.

OEDIV not only provides the corresponding highly secure infrastructure but also oers
individual, flexible and scalable solutions as a managed service. As a member of the
Oetker Group, OEDIV stands for the reliable values of a German family-owned company:
long-term partnership with customers, high product and service quality, and cooperation
with people at eye level.

In the meantime, OEDIV is represented at four locations with a total of over 400 employees
in Germany: Bielefeld (headquarters), Oldenburg, Augsburg and Rostock. Divided into the
three competence areas Managed Solutions, HR Services and SecuSys, OEDIV always
oers customized solutions for individual requirements with fixed contact persons and
flexible consulting concepts.
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About Public Cloud Group �PCG�:
The Public Cloud Group �PCG� supports companies in their digital transformation through
the use of public cloud solutions. As an experienced partner of all relevant hyperscalers
(Amazon Web Services AWS, Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure), PCG holds the highest
awards of the respective providers and advises its customers independently.
The group combines the public cloud service providers Cloudwürdig GmbH, Innovations
ON GmbH, DI�ON.solutions GmbH, LNW�Soft GmbH, Miracle Mill AG and SWITCOM GmbH,
thus bundling the expertise of around 300 employees at fourteen locations in Europe. The
company’s headquarters have been located in Ulm since July 2022.



PCG’s more than 1,000 customers include Allianz, BurgerKing, Flaconi, Generali,
HelloFresh, KlassikRadio, Linde Group, Lorenz, McDonalds, myposter, N26, Veolia,
Viessmann and many other companies, primarily from the SME and enterprise segments,
as well as public and private educational institutions.
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